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CONSISTENT EFFECTIVE FIELD-THEORETICTREATMENT OF RESONANCESWITH NON ZERO WIDTHFrieder KleefeldInst. für Theoretial Physis III, University of Erlangen-NürnbergStaudtstr. 7, 91058 Erlangen, Germanye-mail: kleefeld�theorie3.physik.uni-erlangen.de(Reeived Deember 28, 1998)A systemati �eld theoreti formalism for treating Fermioni resonaneswith non zero width is given. The impliation of unitarity to ouplingonstants of non loal interations is shown. The extension of the formalismto Bosoni resonane �eld operators is straight forward.PACS numbers: 03.70.+k, 11.10.Lm1. Field theoreti e�etive model for one resonaneIt is well known (see e.g. [1℄, p. 1 �), that at energies lose to a resonanethe propagator of a theory is dominated by its singular part, whih has thefollowing separable struture: G(E) ' j i(E �M)�1h j + regular terms,while j i are state vetors arrying the quantum numbers of the resonaneand M = m� � i �=2 is the omplex mass of the resonane (m� is the realpart of the mass M , � is the resonane width).To preserve unitarity, one has to introdue two distint �eld operators�	L(x) und 	R(x) (�left� and �right� eigen-�elds) and their omplex on-jugates, to desribe one resonane degree of freedom in an e�etive �eldtheoreti way by the following free Lagrangian density:L0(x) = � �	L(x)�12 (i6� � i 6�)�m� + i2 �� 	R(x)+ �� �	R(x) �12 (i6� � i 6�| {z }=:i$6� )�m� � i2 0 �+ 0| {z }!=� � 	L(x)(981)



982 F. Kleefeld(� is an arbitrary omplex onstant hosen to be 1). Variation of the ationwith respet to 	+L (x), 	+R (x), 	L(x) and 	R(x) yields the following �Dira-equations�:(i6� �M) 	R(x) = 0 ; �	R(x)(�i 6� �M�) = 0 ;(i6� �M�) 	L(x) = 0 ; �	L(x)(�i 6� �M) = 0 :Quantization by introdution of the four anonial onjugate momenta re-sults in the following non-vanishing equal-time anti-ommutation relations:f	R; �(~x; t); 	+L; � (~y; t) g = Æ 3(~x� ~y) Æ�� ; & Hermitian onjugate :With the help of !R (j~k j) := qj~k j2 +M2 and !L (j~k j) := qj~k j2 +M� 2 !=!�R (j~k j) the following four-momenta an be de�ned: k �R := (!R (j~k j); ~k )and k �L := (!L (j~k j); ~k ). Now generalized �Dira-spinors� an be introduedful�lling the following momentum spae �Dira-equations�:(� 6kR +M)uR (~k ; s) = 0 ; �uR (~k ; s) (� 6kL +M�) = 0 ;(� 6kL +M�)uL (~k ; s) = 0 ; �uL (~k ; s) (� 6kR +M) = 0 ;( 6kR +M) vR (~k ; s) = 0 ; �vR (~k ; s) ( 6kL +M�) = 0 ;( 6kL +M�) vL (~k ; s) = 0 ; �vL (~k ; s) ( 6kR +M) = 0 :Some of their important properties are:�uL (~k ; s)uR (~k; s0) = Æss0 ; �vL (~k ; s)vR (~k ; s0) = � Æss0 ;�uL (~k ; s)vR (~k; s0) = 0 ; �vL (~k ; s)uR (~k; s0) = 0 ;u+L (~k ; s)uR (~k ; s0) = !R (j~k j)M Æss0 ; v+L (~k ; s) vR (~k; s0) = !R (j~k j)M Æss0 ;Ps uR (~k ; s) �uL (~k ; s) = 6kR+M2M ; �Ps vR (~k; s) �vL (~k ; s) = � 6kR+M2M :Using these spinors the following Fourier-deomposition of the �eld operatorsis performed:	R(x) =Xs Z d3kp2Mq(2�)3 2!R (j~k j)huR(~k; s)bR (~k; s)e� ikRx+vR (~k; s) d+R (~k; s) eikRxi ;



Consistent E�etive Field-Theoreti Treatment of... 983	L(x) =Xs Z d3kp2M�q(2�)32!L(j~k j)huL(~k; s)bL(~k; s)e�ikLx+vL (~k; s)d+L (~k; s)eikLxi ;�	R(x) =Xs Z d3kp2M�q(2�)32!L (j~k j)h�vR (~k; s)dR (~k; s)e� ikLx+�uR (~k; s)b+R (~k; s)eikLxi ;�	L(x) =Xs Z d3kp2Mq(2�)32!R(j~k j)h�vL(~k; s)dL(~k; s)e�ikRx+�uL (~k; s)b+L (~k; s)eikRxi :The non-vanishing anti�ommutators of the momentum-spae reation andanihilation operators are:fbR(~k; s); b+L (~k0; s0)g = Æ3(~k � ~k0)Æss0 ;fdL(~k; s); d+R(~k0; s0)g = Æ3(~k � ~k0)Æss0 ;& Hermitian onjugates :It is now straight forward to onstrut the �Feynman-propagators� by:i�RF (x� y) := h0jT (	R(x) �	L(y))j0i!= iZ d4p(2�)4 e�ip(x�y) 16p�M = iZ d4p(2�)4 e�ip(x�y) 1p2 �M2 ( 6p+M) ;i�LF (y � x) := �0�h0jT (	R(x) �	L(y))j0i�+0!= iZ d4p(2�)4 e�ip(y�x) 16p�M� = iZ d4p(2�)4 e�ip(y�x) 1p2 �M� 2 ( 6p+M�) ;ful�lling the following equations:(i6�x �M)�RF (x� y) = Æ4(x� y) ; �RF (y � x)(�i 6�x �M) = Æ 4(y � x) ;(i6�x �M�)�LF (x� y) = Æ4(x� y) ; �LF (y � x)(�i 6�x �M�) = Æ4(y � x) :



984 F. Kleefeld2. E�etive model for one nuleon, one resonane and one mesonThe model under onsideration an now be extended by introdution ofnew degrees of freedom, e.g. the nuleon �eld N(x) (proton, neutron) andone meson �i(x) (internal index i), to obtain the following Lagrangian:L(x) = L0N;N�(x) + L0�(x) + Lint(x) ;L0N;N�(x) = � �N(x); �NR� (x); �NL� (x)�M(N;N�)0� N(x)NR� (x)NL� (x) 1A ;Lint(x) = � �N+(x); NR+� (x); NL+� (x)�"� i(N;N�)�i(x) + �� i(N;N�)�+�+i (x)#0� N(x)NR� (x)NL� (x) 1A ;with the following 3� 3 matries of Dira-strutures/operators:M(N;N�) := 0BBBBBB� � i2 $6� �m� 0 00 0 ��� i2 $6� �M��0 �� i2 $6� �M� 0
1CCCCCCA ;

� i(N;N�) := 0B� 12� i�N!N 0 0� i�N!NR� 12� i�NR� !NR� 0� i�N!NL� � i�NR� !NL� 12� i�NL�!NL� 1CA ;� i(N;N�) should be alled �vertex matrix� ontaining all vertex struturesbetween the �elds onsidered. Summation over the internal indies i of themeson �eld is required. The transition to the non-unitary Wigner�Weisskopfapproximation is performed by setting NR+� (x) = NL� (x) = 0.3. Impliation to oupling onstantsAs an example the non loal interation Lagrangian between the nuleon,the pion and the Roper-resonane looks as follows:L�NP11(x) = f�NPL11m� � �NLP11(x)�5~�N(x)� � ��~��(x)+f�NPR11m� � �NRP11(x)�5~�N(x)� � ��~��(x) + h..



Consistent E�etive Field-Theoreti Treatment of... 985Assuming the pseudosalar ouplings g�NPL11 and g�NPR11 to be equal (arbi-trary omplex numbers), onsisteny within the model requires the followingrelations between the pseudovetor ouplings:f�NPL11m� = g�NPL11MP11 +mN ; f�NPR11m� = g�NPR11M�P11 +mN ;f�NPR11m� = f�NPL11m� MP11 +mNM�P11 +mN ; g�NPR11 = g�NPL11 :Similar expressions hold for negative parity resonanes, e.g. the S11(1535)resonane: f�NSL11m� = g�NSL11MS11 �mN ; f�NSR11m� = g�NSR11M�S11 �mN ;f�NSR11m� = f�NSL11m� MS11 �mNM�S11 �mN ; g�NSR11 = g�NSL11 :Obviously the �left� and �right� pseudovetor ouplings di�er by om-plex phases whih are determined by the resonane width. These phases arerelevant to interferene terms, whih are important for alulating thresholdmeson prodution proesses at high momentum transfers, in whih di�erentresonanes are exited by one ollision of e.g. protons and nulei (! orre-lations). One proess, whih is very sensitive to interferene terms, is theproton indued �-prodution at threshold. As this proess is dominated bythe exitation of just one resonane (S11(1535)), the phases disussed in themodel above an only be measured, if the resonane is exited by a nonlo-al interation and deexited by a loal interation (and vie versa), or ifthe selfenergy of the resonane is treated to be not onstant, but energy-dependent. A remarkable feature of the full e�etive �eld theoreti model isthat unitarity is guaranteed, although the oupling onstants an have arbi-trary omplex values, whih are related to the self-energies of the resonanes.This property should be not too surprising, as from renormalization theoryit is well known, that not only the mass has to be renormalized, but also theoupling onstants. A speial feature of resonane e�etive degrees of free-dom is, that not only the self energies are omplex, but also the ouplings.It is not lear, whether a bosonization proedure applied to an elementarynon abelian theory like QCD will lead only to e�etive degrees of freedom,whih have real self energies like the nuleon. The presented model shows,that resonant degrees of freedom are also ompatible with the requirement ofunitarity.



986 F. KleefeldFinally one should mention a very subtle point for disussion, whih hasto be solved onsistently within suh an e�etive, non loal �eld theoretialmodel: as the interation between nuleons and mesons an generate res-onanes as poles of the S-matrix in the omplex energy plane, one has tomake lear � to avoid double ounting � in what way the e�etive resonantdegrees of freedom in the model above have to be interpreted.A detailed disussion of the full model will be given in [2℄. The �rst,rough introdution an be found in [3℄.REFERENCES[1℄ Leture Notes in Physis, 211 Pro. of the workshop �Resonanes � Modelsand Phenomena�, Bielefeld, April 9-14, 1984, ed. S. Albeverio, L.S. Ferreira, L.Streit, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg 1984.[2℄ F. Kleefeld, Dotoral Thesis, Univ. Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany, 1999.[3℄ F. Kleefeld, nul-th/9811032, to be published in the Proeedings of the �XIVInt. Seminar on High Energy Ohysis Problems (ISHEEP 98)�, August 17�22,1998, JINR, Dubna, Russia.


